ADDENDUM

In continuation of advertisement no. 423322/2021-Estt.(Gr. A) dated 20 October, 2021 for Selection in the posts of Technical Officer through Limited Departmental Competitive Examination (LDCE), the Mode of Selection (para 1 of General Instructions) may be read as under:-

Screened/ Shortlisted candidates will be required to appear and pass the below test.

Step I: Written Test 80 marks
Step II: Computer/ other Test 20 marks
Total 100 marks

The Committee constituted to conduct the Written Test and Trade Test/ Computer Test will decide the minimum qualifying marks for Written & Computer Test. Only the candidates who will qualify the Written & Computer Test (step I&II) will be called for Presentation & Interview of the selection process. The final selection will be on the basis of presentation and interview before the Selection Committee.